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chemical reaction are covered. SALIENT FEATURES : • A balanced
coverage of theoretical principles and applications. • Important recent
developments in mass transfer equipment and practice are included. • A
large number of solved problems of varying levels of complexities
showing the applications of the theory are included. • Many end-chapter
exercises. • Chapter-wise multiple choice questions. • An Instructors
manual for the teachers.
STOICHIOMETRY AND PROCESS CALCULATIONS - K. V. NARAYANAN
2006-01-01
This textbook is designed for undergraduate courses in chemical
engineering and related disciplines such as biotechnology, polymer
technology, petrochemical engineering, electrochemical engineering,
environmental engineering, safety engineering and industrial chemistry.
The chief objective of this text is to prepare students to make analysis of
chemical processes through calculations and also to develop in them
systematic problem-solving skills. The students are introduced not only
to the application of law of combining proportions to chemical reactions
(as the word ‘stoichiometry’ implies) but also to formulating and solving

PRINCIPLES OF MASS TRANSFER AND SEPERATION
PROCESSES - BINAY K. DUTTA 2007-01-21
This textbook is targetted to undergraduate students in chemical
engineering, chemical technology, and biochemical engineering for
courses in mass transfer, separation processes, transport processes, and
unit operations. The principles of mass transfer, both diffusional and
convective have been comprehensively discussed. The application of
these principles to separation processes is explained. The more common
separation processes used in the chemical industries are individually
described in separate chapters. The book also provides a good
understanding of the construction, the operating principles, and the
selection criteria of separation equipment. Recent developments in
equipment have been included as far as possible. The procedure of
equipment design and sizing has been illustrated by simple examples. An
overview of different applications and aspects of membrane separation
has also been provided. ‘Humidification and water cooling’, necessary in
every process indus-try, is also described. Finally, elementary principles
of ‘unsteady state diffusion’ and mass transfer accompanied by a
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material and energy balances in processes with and without chemical
reactions. The book presents the fundamentals of chemical engineering
operations and processes in an accessible style to help the students gain
a thorough understanding of chemical process calculations. It also covers
in detail the background materials such as units and conversions,
dimensional analysis and dimensionless groups, property estimation, P-VT behaviour of fluids, vapour pressure and phase equilibrium
relationships, humidity and saturation. With the help of examples, the
book explains the construction and use of reference-substance plots,
equilibrium diagrams, psychrometric charts, steam tables and enthalpy
composition diagrams. It also elaborates on thermophysics and
thermochemistry to acquaint the students with the thermodynamic
principles of energy balance calculations. Key Features : • SI units are
used throughout the book. • Presents a thorough introduction to basic
chemical engineering principles. • Provides many worked-out examples
and exercise problems with answers. • Objective type questions included
at the end of the book serve as useful review material and also assist the
students in preparing for competitive examinations such as GATE.
Engineering Flow and Heat Exchange - Octave Levenspiel 2014-11-26
The third edition of Engineering Flow and Heat Exchange is the most
practical textbook available on the design of heat transfer and
equipment. This book is an excellent introduction to real-world
applications for advanced undergraduates and an indispensable
reference for professionals. The book includes comprehensive chapters
on the different types and classifications of fluids, how to analyze fluids,
and where a particular fluid fits into a broader picture. This book
includes various a wide variety of problems and solutions – some
whimsical and others directly from industrial applications. Numerous
practical examples of heat transfer Different from other introductory
books on fluids Clearly written, simple to understand, written for
students to absorb material quickly Discusses non-Newtonian as well as
Newtonian fluids Covers the entire field concisely Solutions manual with
worked examples and solutions provided
Fundamentals of Heat and Mass Transfer - Theodore L. Bergman
mass-transfer-binay-k-dutta-solution-manual

2012-02-01
This bestselling book in the field provides a complete introduction to the
physical origins of heat and mass transfer. Noted for its crystal clear
presentation and easy-to-follow problem solving methodology, Incropera
and Dewitt's systematic approach to the first law develops reader
confidence in using this essential tool for thermal analysis. Readers will
learn the meaning of the terminology and physical principles of heat
transfer as well as how to use requisite inputs for computing heat
transfer rates and/or material temperatures.
Transport Processes and Separation Process Principles (includes Unit
Operations) - Christie John Geankoplis 2013-07-25
Appropriate for one-year transport phenomena (also called transport
processes) and separation processes course. First semester covers fluid
mechanics, heat and mass transfer; second semester covers separation
process principles (includes unit operations). The title of this Fourth
Edition has been changed from Transport Processes and Unit Operations
to Transport Processes and Separation Process Principles (Includes Unit
Operations). This was done because the term Unit Operations has been
largely superseded by the term Separation Processes which better
reflects the present modern nomenclature being used. The main
objectives and the format of the Fourth Edition remain the same. The
sections on momentum transfer have been greatly expanded, especially
in the sections on fluidized beds, flow meters, mixing, and nonNewtonian fluids. Material has been added to the chapter on mass
transfer. The chapters on absorption, distillation, and liquid-liquid
extraction have also been enlarged. More new material has been added
to the sections on ion exchange and crystallization. The chapter on
membrane separation processes has been greatly expanded especially
for gas-membrane theory.
Mathematical Methods in Chemical and Biological Engineering - Binay
Kanti Dutta 2016-11-03
Mathematical Methods in Chemical and Biological Engineering describes
basic to moderately advanced mathematical techniques useful for
shaping the model-based analysis of chemical and biological engineering
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systems. Covering an ideal balance of basic mathematical principles and
applications to physico-chemical problems, this book presents examples
drawn from recent scientific and technical literature on chemical
engineering, biological and biomedical engineering, food processing, and
a variety of diffusional problems to demonstrate the real-world value of
the mathematical methods. Emphasis is placed on the background and
physical understanding of the problems to prepare students for future
challenging and innovative applications.
Mass-transfer Operations - Robert Ewald Treybal 1980

practical aspects of electrical engineering. This text is therefore suitable
for a number of introductory circuit courses for other majors such as
mechanical, biomedical, aerospace, civil, architecture, petroleum, and
industrial engineering. The authors’ primary goal is to teach the aspiring
engineering student all fundamental tools needed to understand, analyze
and design a wide range of practical circuits and systems. Their
secondary goal is to provide a comprehensive reference, for both major
and non-major students as well as practicing engineers.
HEAT TRANSFER - DUTTA, BINAY K. 2000-01-01
This textbook is intended for courses in heat transfer for
undergraduates, not only in chemical engineering and related disciplines
of biochemical engineering and chemical technology, but also in
mechanical engineering and production engineering. The author
provides the reader with a very thorough account of the fundamental
principles and their applications to engineering practice, including a
survey of the recent developments in heat transfer equipment.The three
basic modes of heat transfer - conduction, convection and radiation have been comprehensively analyzed and elucidated by solving a wide
range of practical and design-oriented problems. A whole chapter has
been devoted to explain the concept of the heat transfer coefficient to
give a feel of its importance in tackling problems of convective heat
transfer. The use of the important heat transfer correlations has been
illustrated with carefully selected examples.
Mass Transfer - A. P. SINHA 2012-05-09
This book introduces the fundamental principles of the mass transfer
phenomenon and its diverse applications in process industry. It covers
the full spectrum of techniques for chemical separations and extraction.
Beginning with molecular diffusion in gases, liquids and solids within a
single phase, the mechanism of inter-phase mass transfer is explained
with the help of several theories. The separation operations are
explained comprehensively in two distinct ways—stage-wise contact and
continuous differential contact. The primary design requirements of
gas–liquid equipment are discussed. The book provides a detailed
discussion on all individual gas–liquid, liquid–liquid, solid–gas, and

Cement Production Technology - Anjan Kumar Chatterjee 2018-04-27
The book is an outcome of the author’s active professional involvement in
research, manufacture and consultancy in the field of cement chemistry
and process engineering. This multidisciplinary title on cement
production technology covers the entire process spectrum of cement
production, starting from extraction and winning of natural raw
materials to the finished products including the environmental impacts
and research trends. The book has an overtone of practice supported by
the back-up principles.
Mass Transfer - N. Anantharaman 2017-06
Basic Principles and Calculations in Chemical Engineering - David
Mautner Himmelblau 2012
Best-selling introductory chemical engineering book - now updated with
far more coverage of biotech, nanotech, and green engineering
Thoroughly covers material balances, gases, liquids, and energy
balances. Contains new biotech and bioengineering problems
throughout.
Practical Electrical Engineering - Sergey N. Makarov 2016-06-27
This textbook provides comprehensive, in-depth coverage of the
fundamental concepts of electrical engineering. It is written from an
engineering perspective, with special emphasis on circuit functionality
and applications. Reliance on higher-level mathematics and physics, or
theoretical proofs has been intentionally limited in order to prioritize the
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solid–liquid separation processes. The students are also exposed to the
underlying principles of the membrane-based separation processes. The
book is replete with real applications of separation processes and
equipment. Problems are worked out in each chapter. Besides, problems
with answers, short questions, multiple choice questions with answers
are given at the end of each chapter. The text is intended for a course on
mass transfer, transport and separation processes prescribed for the
undergraduate and postgraduate students of chemical engineering.
Introduction to Operations Research - Frederick S. Hillier 1990

summaries that review the major concepts covered. The book is primarily
designed for the undergraduate students of chemical engineering and its
related disciplines such as petroleum engineering and polymer
engineering. It can also be useful to professionals. The Solution Manual
containing the complete worked-out solutions to chapter-end exercises
and problems is available for instructors.
Surface Water Photochemistry - Paola Calza 2015-11-20
Borne out of the current widespread interest in the pollution of water
bodies, this book explores the latest research concerning the
photochemical fate of organic pollutants in surface water. The main
objective is to give insight into both the functioning of ecosystems and
the behaviour of emerging pollutants in those ecosystems. Particular
importance is dedicated to techniques that can be used in the field and in
the laboratory for the detection of pollutants and of their transformation
intermediates. The inclusion of photochemical processes that have not
gained previous coverage will afford the reader novel insights, whilst the
focus on modelling and transformation intermediates will ensure the
title's relevance to academics, the chemical manufacturing industries
and environmental assessment experts alike.
Mass Transfer - K. V. Narayanan 2017-03-30

Chemical Engineering Thermodynamics - Pradeep Ahuja 2008-12-01
This book offers a full account of thermodynamic systems in chemical
engineering. It provides a solid understanding of the basic concepts of
the laws of thermodynamics as well as their applications with a thorough
discussion of phase and chemical reaction equilibria. At the outset the
text explains the various key terms of thermodynamics with suitable
examples and then thoroughly deals with the virial and cubic equations
of state by showing the P-V-T (pressure, molar volume and temperature)
relation of fluids. It elaborates on the first and second laws of
thermodynamics and their applications with the help of numerous
engineering examples. The text further discusses the concepts of exergy,
standard property changes of chemical reactions, thermodynamic
property relations and fugacity. The book also includes detailed
discussions on residual and excess properties of mixtures, various
activity coefficient models, local composition models, and group
contribution methods. In addition, the text focuses on vapour-liquid and
other phase equilibrium calculations, and analyzes chemical reaction
equilibria and adiabatic reaction temperature for systems with complete
and incomplete conversion of reactants. key Features  Includes a large
number of fully worked-out examples to help students master the
concepts discussed.  Provides well-graded problems with answers at the
end of each chapter to test and foster students’ conceptual
understanding of the subject. The total number of solved examples and
end-chapter exercises in the book are over 600.  Contains chapter
mass-transfer-binay-k-dutta-solution-manual

Separation Process Principles - J. D. Seader 2016-01-20
Separation Process Principles with Applications Using Process Simulator,
4th Edition is the most comprehensive and up-to-date treatment of the
major separation operations in the chemical industry. The 4th edition
focuses on using process simulators to design separation processes and
prepares readers for professional practice. Completely rewritten to
enhance clarity, this fourth edition provides engineers with a strong
understanding of the field. With the help of an additional co-author, the
text presents new information on bioseparations throughout the
chapters. A new chapter on mechanical separations covers settling,
filtration and centrifugation including mechanical separations in
biotechnology and cell lysis. Boxes help highlight fundamental equations.
Numerous new examples and exercises are integrated throughout as
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well.
Chemical Engineering Kinetics - Joe Mauk Smith 1981

pervaporation and few more applications (Chapter 9). • Membrane
distillation, membrane reactor with different modules, types of
membranes and reactions for membrane reactor (Chapter 13).
Electric Motors and Drives - Austin Hughes 2013-10-22
Written for non-specialist users of electric motors and drives, this book
explains how electric drives work and compares the performance of the
main systems, with many examples of applications. The author's
approach - using a minimum of mathematics - has made this book equally
popular as an outline for professionals and an introductory student text. *
First edition (1990) has sold over 6000 copies. Drives and Controls on
the first edition: 'This book is very readable, up-to-date and should be
extremely useful to both users and o.e.m. designers. I unhesitatingly
recommend it to any busy engineer who needs to make informed
judgements about selecting the right drive system.' New features of the
second edition: * New section on the cycloconverter drive. * More on
switched relectance motor drives. * More on vector-controlled induction
motor drives. * More on power switching devices. * New 'question and
answer' sections on common problems and misconceptions. * Updating
throughout. Electric Motors and Drives is for non-specialist users of
electric motors and drives. It fills the gap between specialist textbooks
(which are pitched at a level which is too academic for the average user)
and the more prosaic 'handbooks' which are filled with useful detail but
provide little opportunity for the development of any real insight or
understanding. The book explores most of the widely-used modern types
of motor and drive, including conventional and brushless d.c., induction
motors (mains and inverter-fed), stepping motors, synchronous motors
(mains and converter-fed) and reluctance motors.
Separation Processes - C. Judson King 2013-12-18
Originally published: New York: McGraw-Hill, 1971. 2nd ed. Includes a
new introduction.
Modern Petroleum Refining Processes, 5/E - Rao 2007
The availability and continuity of Petroleum and Natural gas have
become an important parameter for the growth of economy of any
country. Specially the scarcity of the precious stock is reflected in the

MEMBRANE SEPARATION PROCESSES - KAUSHIK NATH 2017-01-01
This concise and systematically organized text, now in its second edition,
gives a clear insight into various membrane separation processes. It
covers the fundamentals as well as the recent developments of different
processes along with their industrial applications and the products. It
includes the basic principles, operating parameters, membrane
hardware, flux equation, transport mechanism, and applications of
membrane-based technologies. Membrane separation processes are
largely rate-controlled separations which require rate analysis for
complete understanding. Moreover, a higher level of mathematical
analysis, along with the understanding of mass transfer, is also required.
These are amply treated in different chapters of the book to make the
students comprehend the membrane separation principles with ease.
This textbook is primarily designed for undergraduate students of
chemical engineering, biochemical engineering and biotechnology for the
course in membrane separation processes. Besides, the book will also be
useful to process engineers and researchers. KEY FEATURES • Provides
sufficient number of examples of industrial applications related to
chemical, metallurgical, biochemical and food processing industries. •
Focuses on important biomedical applications of membrane-based
technologies such as blood oxygenator, controlled drug delivery,
plasmapheresis, and bioartificial organs. • Includes chapter-end short
questions and problems to test students’ comprehension of the subject.
NEW TO THIS EDITION • A new section on membrane cleaning is
included. Membrane fabrication methods are supplemented with
additional information (Chapter 2). • Additional information on silt
density index, forward osmosis and sea water desalination (Chapter 3). •
Physicochemical parameters affecting nanofiltration, determination of
various resistances using resistance in series model and few more
industrial applications with additional short questions (Chapter 4). •
Membrane cross-linking methods used in pervaporation, factors affecting
mass-transfer-binay-k-dutta-solution-manual
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growing economies. Our country being poor in these resources, has to
depend upon the ever increasing imports. Our crude production for
decades together never crossed 34 MMT thus by 2010 we may have to
import 130-150 MMTPA, though our refining capacity has gone up to 134
MMTPA with a present consumption of 110 MMTPA. With new
discoveries and over-sea ventures by ONGC and other oil producing
organizations, present production is better than what it was four decades
ago.The present Fifth Edition is a value added text and taken care of
many aspects of modern refining and Indian Industry. Contents: Origin,
Formation and Composition of Petroleum / Petroleum Processing Data /
Fractionation of Petroleum / Treatment Techniques / Thermal and
Catalytical Processes / Asphalt Technology / Appendix 1 / Appendix 2 /
Appendix 3 / Appendix 4 / Appendix 5 / Index
Chemical Process Design and Integration - Robin Smith 2016-08-02
Written by a highly regarded author with industrial and academic
experience, this new edition of an established bestselling book provides
practical guidance for students, researchers, and those in chemical
engineering. The book includes a new section on sustainable energy,
with sections on carbon capture and sequestration, as a result of
increasing environmental awareness; and a companion website that
includes problems, worked solutions, and Excel spreadsheets to enable
students to carry out complex calculations.
Mathematical Methods in Chemical and Biological Engineering - Binay
Kanti Dutta 2016-11-03
Mathematical Methods in Chemical and Biological Engineering describes
basic to moderately advanced mathematical techniques useful for
shaping the model-based analysis of chemical and biological engineering
systems. Covering an ideal balance of basic mathematical principles and
applications to physico-chemical problems, this book presents examples
drawn from recent scientific and technical literature on chemical
engineering, biological and biomedical engineering, food processing, and
a variety of diffusional problems to demonstrate the real-world value of
the mathematical methods. Emphasis is placed on the background and
physical understanding of the problems to prepare students for future
mass-transfer-binay-k-dutta-solution-manual

challenging and innovative applications.
A HEAT TRANSFER TEXTBOOK - John H. Lienhard 2004
Introduction to Chemical Engineering - S. PUSHPAVANAM
2012-05-09
This book is an outgrowth of the author’s teaching experience of a course
on Introduction to Chemical Engineering to the first-year chemical
engineering students of the Indian Institute of Technology Madras. The
book serves to introduce the students to the role of a chemical engineer
in society. In addition to the classical industries, the role of chemical
engineers in several esoteric areas such as semiconductor processing
and biomedical engineering is discussed. Besides highlighting the
principles and processes of chemical engineering, the book shows how
chemical engineering concepts from the basic sciences and economics
are used to seek solutions to engineering problems. The book is rich in
examples of innovative solutions found to problems faced in chemical
industry. It includes a wide spectrum of topics, selected from the
industrial interactions of the author. It encourages the student to see the
similarities in the concepts which govern apparently dissimilar examples.
It introduces various concepts, using both physical and mathematical
bases, to facilitate the understanding of difficult processes such as the
scale-up process. The book contains several case studies on safety, ethics
and environ-mental issues in chemical process industries.
A TEXTBOOK OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING THERMODYNAMICS
- K. V. NARAYANAN 2013-01-11
Designed as an undergraduate-level textbook in Chemical Engineering,
this student-friendly, thoroughly class-room tested book, now in its
second edition, continues to provide an in-depth analysis of chemical
engineering thermodynamics. The book has been so organized that it
gives comprehensive coverage of basic concepts and applications of the
laws of thermodynamics in the initial chapters, while the later chapters
focus at length on important areas of study falling under the realm of
chemical thermodynamics. The reader is thus introduced to a thorough
analysis of the fundamental laws of thermodynamics as well as their
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applications to practical situations. This is followed by a detailed
discussion on relationships among thermodynamic properties and an
exhaustive treatment on the thermodynamic properties of solutions. The
role of phase equilibrium thermodynamics in design, analysis, and
operation of chemical separation methods is also deftly dealt with.
Finally, the chemical reaction equilibria are skillfully explained. Besides
numerous illustrations, the book contains over 200 worked examples,
over 400 exercise problems (all with answers) and several objective-type
questions, which enable students to gain an in-depth understanding of
the concepts and theory discussed. The book will also be a useful text for
students pursuing courses in chemical engineering-related branches
such as polymer engineering, petroleum engineering, and safety and
environmental engineering. New to This Edition • More Example
Problems and Exercise Questions in each chapter • Updated section on
Vapour–Liquid Equilibrium in Chapter 8 to highlight the significance of
equations of state approach • GATE Questions up to 2012 with answers
Fundamentals of Engineering Heat and Mass Transfer - R. C. Sachdeva
2009-01-01
This text is meant to fill a long felt need for a comprehensive and
authoritative book on heat and mass transfer for students of
Mechanical/Chemical/Aeronautical/Production/ Metallurgical
engineering. The dual objective of understanding the physical
phenomena involved and the ability to formulate and solve typical
problems by an average student has been kept in mind while writing this
book. In this text, an effort has been made to identify the similarities in
both qualitative and quantitative approach, between heat transfer and
mass transfer. This gives a better understanding of the phenomena of
mass transfer. The subject matter has been developed to a sufficiently
advanced stage in a logical and coherent manner with neat illustrations
along with an adequate number of solved examples. A large number of
problems (with answers) at the end of each chapter assist in the
pedagogy. The book has been appended with a set of selected MCQs. The
role of experimentation in the teaching of Heat and Mass Transfer is well
established. Properly designed experiments reinforce the teaching of
mass-transfer-binay-k-dutta-solution-manual

basic principles more thoroughly. Keeping this in mind one full chapter
comprising 12 typical experiments forms another special feature of this
text. Contents: Basic Concepts Fundamental Equations of Conduction
One-Dimensional Steady State Heat Conduction Multi-Dimensional
Steady State Conduction Transient Heat Conduction Fundamentals of
Convective Heat Transfer Forced Convection Systems Natural
Convection Thermal Radiation - Basic Relations Radiative Heat Exchange
Between Surfaces Boiling and Condensation Heat Exchangers Diffusion
Mass Transfer Convective Mass Transfer Experiments in Engineering
Heat and Mass Transfer.
Heat Transfer - Aziz Belmiloudi 2011-01-28
Over the past few decades there has been a prolific increase in research
and development in area of heat transfer, heat exchangers and their
associated technologies. This book is a collection of current research in
the above mentioned areas and discusses experimental, theoretical and
calculation approaches and industrial utilizations with modern ideas and
methods to study heat transfer for single and multiphase systems. The
topics considered include various basic concepts of heat transfer, the
fundamental modes of heat transfer (namely conduction, convection and
radiation), thermophysical properties, condensation, boiling, freezing,
innovative experiments, measurement analysis, theoretical models and
simulations, with many real-world problems and important modern
applications. The book is divided in four sections : "Heat Transfer in
Micro Systems", "Boiling, Freezing and Condensation Heat Transfer",
"Heat Transfer and its Assessment", "Heat Transfer Calculations", and
each section discusses a wide variety of techniques, methods and
applications in accordance with the subjects. The combination of
theoretical and experimental investigations with many important
practical applications of current interest will make this book of interest
to researchers, scientists, engineers and graduate students, who make
use of experimental and theoretical investigations, assessment and
enhancement techniques in this multidisciplinary field as well as to
researchers in mathematical modelling, computer simulations and
information sciences, who make use of experimental and theoretical
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investigations as a means of critical assessment of models and results
derived from advanced numerical simulations and improvement of the
developed models and numerical methods.
Process Systems Analysis and Control - Steven E. LeBlanc 2013

with/without chemical reactions, and combustion of fuels and energy
balances. Apart from numerous illustrations, the book contains numerous
solved problems and exercises which bridge the gap between theoretical
learning and practical implementation. All the numerical problems are
solved with block diagrams to reinforce the understanding of the
concepts. Primarily intended as a text for the undergraduate students of
chemical engineering, it will also be useful for other allied branches of
chemical engineering such as polymer science and engineering and
petroleum engineering. KEY FEATURES • Methods of calculation for
stoichiometric proportions with practical examples from the Industry •
Simplified method of solving numerical problems under material balance
with and without chemical reactions • Conversions of chemical
engineering equations from one unit to another • Solution of fuel and
combustion, and energy balance problems using tabular column
Handbook of Water and Wastewater Treatment Technologies - Nicholas P
Cheremisinoff 2002
An Overview of Water and Wastewater; What Filtration Is All About;
Chemical Additives that Enhance Filtration; Selecting the Right Filter
Media; What Pressure- and Cake-Filtration Are All; Cartridge and Other
Filters Worth Mentioning; What Sand Filtration is All About;
Sedimentation, Clarification, Flotation, and Membrane Separation
Technologies; Ion Exchange and Carbon Adsorption; Water Sterilization
Technologies; Treating the Sludge; Glossary; Index.
Process Simulation And Control Using Aspen" - Jana 2009

Principles and Modern Applications of Mass Transfer Operations Jaime Benitez 2016-12-16
A staple in any chemical engineering curriculum New edition has a
stronger emphasis on membrane separations, chromatography and other
adsorptive processes, ion exchange Discusses many developing topics in
more depth in mass transfer operations, especially in the biological
engineering area Covers in more detail phase equilibrium since
distillation calculations are completely dependent on this principle
Integrates computational software and problems using Mathcad Features
25-30 problems per chapter
Process Dynamics and Control - Dale E. Seborg 2016-09-13
The new 4th edition of Seborg’s Process Dynamics Control provides full
topical coverage for process control courses in the chemical engineering
curriculum, emphasizing how process control and its related fields of
process modeling and optimization are essential to the development of
high-value products. A principal objective of this new edition is to
describe modern techniques for control processes, with an emphasis on
complex systems necessary to the development, design, and operation of
modern processing plants. Control process instructors can cover the
basic material while also having the flexibility to include advanced topics.
CHEMICAL PROCESS CALCULATIONS - D. C. SIKDAR 2013-05-22
Keeping the importance of basic tools of process calculations—material
balance and energy balance—in mind, the text prepares the students to
formulate material and energy balance theory on chemical process
systems. It also demonstrates how to solve the main process-related
problems that crop up in chemical engineering practice. The chapters
are organized in a way that enables the students to acquire an in-depth
understanding of the subject. The emphasis is given to the units and
conversions, basic concepts of calculations, material balance
mass-transfer-binay-k-dutta-solution-manual

Process Calculations - V. Venkataramani 2011
Fundamentals of Heat and Mass Transfer - Frank P. Incropera 2002
This book provides a complete introduction to the physical origins of heat
and mass transfer. Contains hundred of problems and examples dealing
with real engineering processes and systems. New open-ended problems
add to the increased emphasis on design. Plus, Incropera & DeWitts
systematic approach to the first law develops readers confidence in using
this essential tool for thermal analysis.
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MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING - V. RAGHAVAN 2015-05-01
This well-established and widely adopted book, now in its Sixth Edition,
provides a thorough analysis of the subject in an easy-to-read style. It
analyzes, systematically and logically, the basic concepts and their
applications to enable the students to comprehend the subject with ease.
The book begins with a clear exposition of the background topics in
chemical equilibrium, kinetics, atomic structure and chemical bonding.
Then follows a detailed discussion on the structure of solids, crystal
imperfections, phase diagrams, solid-state diffusion and phase
transformations. This provides a deep insight into the structural control
necessary for optimizing the various properties of materials. The
mechanical properties covered include elastic, anelastic and viscoelastic
behaviour, plastic deformation, creep and fracture phenomena. The next
four chapters are devoted to a detailed description of electrical
conduction, superconductivity, semiconductors, and magnetic and
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dielectric properties. The final chapter on ‘Nanomaterials’ is an
important addition to the sixth edition. It describes the state-of-art
developments in this new field. This eminently readable and studentfriendly text not only provides a masterly analysis of all the relevant
topics, but also makes them comprehensible to the students through the
skillful use of well-drawn diagrams, illustrative tables, worked-out
examples, and in many other ways. The book is primarily intended for
undergraduate students of all branches of engineering (B.E./B.Tech.) and
postgraduate students of Physics, Chemistry and Materials Science. KEY
FEATURES • All relevant units and constants listed at the beginning of
each chapter • A note on SI units and a full table of conversion factors at
the beginning • A new chapter on ‘Nanomaterials’ describing the stateof-art information • Examples with solutions and problems with answers
• About 350 multiple choice questions with answers
Chemical Engineering Thermodynamics - RAO 1997
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